CASE GS0109  TERBUFOS  PM  04/15/82

CHEM 105001  Terbufos (S=(((1,1-dimethylethyl)thio)

BRANCH EEB  DISC 40  TOPIC 05100542

FORMULATION 00 = ACTIVE INGREDIENT

FICHE/Master IO 00052452  CONTENT CAT 01


SUBST. CLASS = S.

DIRECT RVM TIME = 20 min. (MH)  START DATE 10/14/82  END DATE 11/29/82

REVIEWED BY: James D. Felkel
TITLE: Wildlife Biologist
ORG: Ecological Effects Branch, Hazard Evaluation Division (TS-769)
LOC/TEL: CM#2, RM 1128 (703-557-7667)

SIGNATURE:
APPROVED BY: James D. Felkel

DATE: 12/10/82

There is no information within this citation or in EEB files indicating that this IBT study has been reviewed through the OPP IBT Program.